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ALF BARRIOS (Chief Executive, Aluminium): 

 

I would like now to open it to questions. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

I just had a couple of questions.  I saw a story out of Canada which was around the ability 
of indigenous people, the Inuit people, to directly approach the mining companies, 
specifically regarding your assets in the Saguenay, the water assets, about direct 
compensation.  

I understand there has been a change in the law and historically they would have had to 
deal with governments that made these agreements.  So I wanted to get a sense of 
whether this posed any risk and whether you thought you would have to come directly to 
some agreement with them? 

I guess my second question was really about, you guys have done a great job in 
aluminium and alumina, but the realities at the minute is that we have got a market that’s 
oversupplied.  I am just wondering at what point Western aluminium producers have to 
take it ‘on the chin’ and look to cut output to make way for what might be irrational 
Chinese tonnes but it’s tonnes from China that seem to keep on coming even though they 
might be high cost and it doesn’t make sense.  Thank you. 

 

ALF BARRIOS: 

 

Thank you.  On your first question, it is a very topical issue in Canada at the moment and 
the new Prime Minister Trudeau has put it very high on his agenda.  It is really a big issue 
in provinces where the Government does not have agreements with the First Nations.   

In Quebec, the Quebec government is negotiating an agreement with the First Nations to 
try and put in place a framework.  We have issues in other provinces in Canada and the 
Inuit issue that you mentioned before is more related to IOC, to the iron ore business.   

In our case, we do have good relations with the First Nations and pending any agreement 
by the Government we will obviously then continue conversations and our relationship 
with them. 

But just to give an example, in British Columbia, where we have Kitimat the First Nation 
there are the Haisla and we have had an agreement with them since 2010.  It is a 30-year 
agreement.   

It is an agreement to work together in a framework which helps support their 
development.  During the construction stage, for example, the unemployment rate which 
is usually about 6 per cent among the Haisla went down to about 5 per cent. Those are 
the things that we do with them to try and create sustainable growth and sustainable 
economic development within the community.   

There isn’t at the moment any negotiation of the nature that you were talking about.  It is 
really about waiting for the Government to clarify the title rights that the First Nations have 
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in the areas where this doesn’t already exist, including Quebec.   We’ll then follow 
accordingly based on what the Government has agreed with the First Nations. 

On your second question on the market, my position has been that we will not accept any 
cash-losing assets in the portfolio and I am pretty confident based on the work we are 
doing, that our smelting assets in 2016 will be free cash flow positive at spot prices. 

You are right, something needs to happen but clearly our position both on the smelting 
and also across-the-board is quite a strong position and we don’t see ourselves making 
any sorts of changes to what I have just said when it comes to our smelting business.   

Curtailment will happen in the industry and we have seen some players curtailing, but 
where we are on the cost curve is a strong position and we have assets which are very 
well positioned to go through what is currently a very tough environment. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

Can I ask with the Australian assets, you gave an industry cost curve and I think it 
showed that you are now at a kind of average position of about US$1350 a tonne 
operating costs?  Could you give us a sense of what the difference might be for those 
Australian assets?  How disadvantaged are they compared to your Canadian assets? 

 

ALF BARRIOS: 

 

The Australian assets are slightly higher up the cost curve.  You are referring to the PacAl 
assets, the smelting assets.  Those assets have been transformed in the last few years.  
If you remember, they were losing money a few years ago however last year they made 
over $400 million of EBITDA and in the first half they made $300 million of EBITDA, and 
expect they will be cash positive next year at spot prices. 

The team has done an outstanding job in bringing costs down and forex is also helping, in 
terms of the Australian dollar weakening versus the US dollar.  So they are less 
competitive than our Canadian assets, because of the power position we have in 
Canada, but they also have been doing tremendous efforts to drive themselves down the 
cost curve. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

Just following up on the previous question and looking at the returns from each of your 
businesses.  I am just wondering what you can do particularly for the alumina business 
which in the first half reported disappointing NOPAT margin and a negative overall return 
on capital. 

And then feeling more broadly in your business, the best performing parts from 
Aluminium at least in the last year-and-a-half has been PacAl and also Weipa, or bauxite 
in general. The Aluminium assets in Canada, whilst they may be lower cost are reporting 
lower return on capital.   

Can you just help me understand how you think about the portfolio?  I know PacAl 
benefited from write-offs and that’s part of the reason why its capital is lower but how do 
you get alumina to a return on capital which is acceptable, i.e., your cost of capital and 
how do you get the Aluminium assets in Canada albeit lower cost assets to better returns 
on capital? 
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ALF BARRIOS: 

 

You are totally right.  I think there is an issue about the capital employed into the assets 
and the improvements we’ve done.  We look at each business standalone, as a business 
that needs to deliver returns and that’s the way we are driving them. 

The bauxite assets do have a higher return, as you said.  The primary metal assets in 
Canada are clearly at these prices, challenged and that’s one of the reasons why we 
have talked about further cost reductions, in 2016. 

In alumina, the whole industry cost curve is now very challenged.  I talked yesterday 
about 75 per cent and looking at the prices in the last couple of days it might actually be 
at 80 per cent of the alumina cost curve underwater, so clearly something needs to 
change.   

It isn’t a challenge that is specific to our assets.  It is a challenge for the whole industry.  
So something needs to change, something needs to alter in the market for that market to 
start returning to a more balanced position.   

Our focus is on turning the assets around, we did deliver a positive EBITDA in 2015 first 
half, about $50 million of positive EBITDA versus the loss we made in the past.  So we 
have seen the efforts bring these assets to a more profitable position and we are 
continuing on that journey.  We’ve accelerated all our efforts in our refineries, especially 
at Gladstone, to ensure those refineries do turnaround and become positive contributors 
to RTA’s results in the future. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

Could I just push a bit further on the point you just made about the 75-80 per cent of the 
cost curve underwater?  I am just saying we hear that in iron ore, in coal and nickel and 
other areas as well.  Is that because we’re all wrong on costs?   Is it feasible or is it 
possible for industries to run in that position for an extended period and is it just that we 
haven’t seen the pain long enough?  Your thoughts on how long you think it will take to 
see some sort of response? 

 

ALF BARRIOS: 

 

It is very difficult to say how long it will take to see some results.  I have been around for 
18 months and what I have learned in 18 months is that it’s very difficult to predict when 
things will start changing.  There are so many factors involved in the curtailment of 
unprofitable capacity, as we have seen even in the US, Alcoa announced the closure of 
three smelters and now one will not close, so I think it is very, very unpredictable. What is 
clear is that the current position is not sustainable in the long-term.  How long that will 
take, I would not want to forecast that.  After 18 months, I realise it is something very 
difficult to forecast in this industry. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

We’ve previously spoken about ramping up Yarwun’s nameplate capacity to 3.4 million 
tonnes per annum, as one of the keys in lowering the average operating cost for the 
alumina business. I am just wondering if you could provide us with any progress 
updates? 
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ALF BARRIOS: 

 

When I arrived Yarwun was not yet able to get to full capacity. We did put in place a 
specific plan to ensure that we had progress towards full capacity.  We changed the 
management and have specific actions in place. 

Those actions were put in place during 2015 and we have been seeing capacity getting 
close to nameplate capacity in the last few months.  We are at the moment on a 
shutdown but are confident that we are progressively improving this operation and 
addressing some of the bottlenecks we have in order to be able to get to that level of 
production in the future. 

The level of production that we will be at in 2016 will depend very much on the prices, as 
the optimum level of production is based on the economics of producing alumina at the 
margin.  But the capacity constraints we’ve had before and the de-bottlenecking that has 
been taking place will be continuing and will be completed during 2016.   

I would say the important thing really is more around understanding the optimum level of 
production based on the economics of the marginal alumina tonne.  We have been 
moving close to the 3.4 million tonnes and heading to the 3.4 million tonnes in the last 
few weeks before the shutdown. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

One of the things that always intrigued me about the Aluminium division at Rio is just the 
strategic rationale of owning smelters at all.  Clearly, the Saguenay region smelters and 
the water rights that go with that is a good asset in Western World smelting capacity, but 
for a mining company to own downstream processing assets just – I mean one of the sort 
of interesting analogies I guess is iron ore and steel, and if you think about what the BHP 
went through in the 1990s when it came to the conclusion that you were better off putting 
your capital into iron ore and getting out of steel. 

How do you think about the similarities or differences between the aluminium value chain 
and the steel value chain and is there a long-term future for Rio in the downstream 
smelting business at all? 

 

ALF BARRIOS: 

 

My view is that we have world-class assets in the smelting business.  The assets we 
have got and position we have on the cost curve, I think we are the leaders or among the 
leaders on the smelting business.  The capabilities we have in the organisation and 
competencies that exist within Rio Tinto Aluminium to drive performance out of these 
world-class assets I think has been demonstrated by our track record in the last few 
years. 

They are great assets, very well managed and assets which will clearly be well positioned 
whatever happens to the aluminium sector going forward.  We all expect, with strong 
demand aluminium that prices will recover at a certain moment in time.  So we are well 
positioned to capture that recovery but even at these low prices these smelters will be 
delivering a positive free cash flow which is a great position to be in. 

I think we are well positioned in an industry, which had significant growth and we are 
positioned not only because of the quality of our smelting assets, our technology, but also 
the quality of the hydropower and the quality of our operations.  We will continue to drive 
costs out of the system and we will continue to drive ourselves down the cost curve to 
ensure that we are cash free positive on the smelting business even at these prices. 
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QUESTION:   

 

I agree with that but you could make those comments about any industry if it’s making 
money, making cash.  Is there something about the aluminium value chain that means 
you need to own smelters if you are a bauxite/alumina producer or is the disconnect in 
the industry now getting to the point where you can put all your capital or get into bauxite 
or alumina only and divest smelters, in other words, do you actually physically need to 
own smelters? 

 

ALF BARRIOS: 

 

The industry has disaggregated, if you want to call it that, over time.  What we are seeing 
at the moment is a move towards aggregation again and we are seeing the Chinese 
moving upstream, the Middle East companies moving upstream. 

I agree with your comment, I think the industry is still linked between the smelting, the 
alumina refining and the bauxite.  There is an integration benefit you have by being 
integrated.  We do obviously take advantage of the markets developing such as the 
bauxite market, but there still is an integrated approach when it comes to the upstream.   

And there has been a trend towards disintegration but I think that trend in certain ways is 
reversing itself as well.  So which way will be industry go in the future?  That’s still, I 
would say, is uncertain.  We don’t see a clear view in the market if the industry is going to 
disaggregate more or it is going to integrate more. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

Look, just a kind of follow up on bauxite, how does Rio think about price or a set of price 
protocols for bauxite?  I think it’s the world most abundant mineral, it doesn’t require the 
kind of infrastructure in terms of port and rail that iron ore requires, so barriers to entry 
are moderately low. 

And I know there are various quality differentials across bauxite deposits, but how do you 
convince yourself that you can kind of bank on a long run return that going to make your 
$2 billion or $1.9 billion expenditure work?  How do you get comfort with that?   

 

ALF BARRIOS: 

 

It is very, very good question.  I think the market pricing is something which is not very 
clear. I have in the room Gervais Jacques, who is Head of the Sales & Marketing team so 
I will ask him to give you a bit more detail on how we do the pricing and how we secure 
the off-take for a project like Amrun which is obviously important in a market which is still 
developing. 

 

GERVAIS JACQUES (Chief Commercial Officer, Aluminium): 

 

Bauxite is still very immature compared to other commodities like iron ore.  We have 
been selling bauxite for the last 8 years.  With our technical people on-the-ground in 
China we have also been developing and educating our customers in order to really 
extract the value from our bauxite.   

This is something where a lot effort has been deployed, in order to really extract the value 
from our bauxite. Our bauxite in terms of its alumina content is highly valuable because 
the alumina content is between 50-55 per cent which is really a key differentiator 
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compared to other bauxite, and the fact also that we can provide security of supply for the 
long-term. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

We have all had kind of nasty experiences in nickel and other markets where supply has 
come out of the ‘left field’, in the case of nickel its Malaysian nickel ore.  How do you get 
comfortable that suddenly the Chinese aren’t going to open up vast tonnes from West 
Africa and bring bauxite in from there?  How do you kind of think about those risks? 

 

GERVAIS JACQUES: 

 

In terms of location we are strategically located.  The freight advantage we have 
compared to other bauxite from, let’s say, Brazil or Africa is really a key differentiator as 
well.  We have Q1 assets in terms of costs.  We have clear advantage compared to these 
other bauxite deposits and we are there for the long run as well because of the resource 
and reserves that we have. 

 

ALF BARRIOS: 

 

We work very closely with our Chinese customers.  We have a very strong marketing and 
technical support team that works with them in making sure that we maximise value from 
the bauxite for them and obviously for ourselves as well and that makes the relationship a 
much stronger relationship. 

They make investments to build new refineries and configure new refineries for different 
types of bauxite.  So there is also a long-term partnership that develops on both sides 
when you make these contracts with our Chinese customers for converting or building 
new refineries.   

As Gervais said, what we do supply is significant value potential, our ability of delivering 
quality consistently, allows us to provide a very competitive offer in terms of the overall 
package to our Chinese customers, in addition to being the lowest on the supply cost 
curve which obviously gives you a significant cost advantage as well in the long-term. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

I just wanted to ask with regard to your smelters, outside of those in Canada where you 
have your own hydropower, and your alumina refinery assets. Which of them have got 
power contract renewals coming up in the next 5 years or so and do you see those as a 
risk to the positive or to the negative?  If you could just give a little bit of colour around 
that it would be great?  Thanks. 

 

ALF BARRIOS: 

 

The contracts are confidential so we don’t tend to talk about our power contracts.  At a 
high level though there is no significant capacity that will be requiring renegotiation 
because of the contract being finalised in the short-term.  However, we do continuously 
look at lowering our power costs.   

Power is a big element of smelting costs, as you know, so every opportunity we have to 
lower the costs and renegotiate the price we obviously do that and will do that in the 
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future.  But we do have long-term contracts for the majority of our assets and there isn’t a 
big risk in our portfolio in terms of contract renewal that might put at risk the position of 
the assets on the cost curve from where they are currently. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

Thanks very much.  That’s good to hear.  The only other thing I was going just ask was 
going back to a comment you made earlier with regard to any assets within the portfolio 
that are unable to meet your return as positive cash flow generation in 2016, you talked 
about considering other value-add opportunities.  Are there specific assets that you are 
looking at as being at risk particularly and perhaps you could elaborate a little bit on some 
of value-add options you are still considering? 

 

ALF BARRIOS: 

 

You are right, I did make that comment and I reiterate that comment.  It is clear that we 
will not tolerate any cash-losing assets in our portfolio, so when they are losing cash we 
obviously first of all drive hard to find a pathway to bring them back to positive cash flow 
and a pathway to bring them down the cost curve. 

However, it is logical that for our shareholders we are continuously looking at options that 
might be more value-accretive to either us running the assets in those conditions or going 
through a transformation process that might not get us to where we want to get.   

So those options are always being considered and that’s the challenge I gave to all my 
managers that if they are not able to provide a return which is acceptable we will 
obviously look at other options in the market to see if they are more value-accretive for 
our shareholders than us running the assets.   

That is something which is applicable, I would say not only to the assets which are 
challenged but also the assets which are not.  Clearly if somebody comes and offers a 
price which values them higher than we do, it will be the right thing to do, to consider 
other options. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

I have four questions. They are easy.   

In the slide pack last night and you gave a primary aluminium creep of 1 per cent.  From 
memory 2 per cent was more the number we used to use, why is it now 1 per cent?  And 
then you didn’t give a number for creep in alumina – why?  Could you give us a sense for 
that?  That’s the first question.   

Secondly, I wanted to ask you about NZAS.  I know there was a question about power 
contracts but exactly what is the status of NZAS?  What is the outlook for NZAS and how 
does hydro power work there with the Government? 

And thirdly, just some sort of bigger picture view on coal-fired power, carbon pricing, 
running smelters that use coal in the short/medium/longer term, do they survive?  How do 
they fit in the current world? 

And lastly, can you tell me how you define cash positive?  I know that sounds a flippant 
question, but we have been through this situation with iron ore companies, copper 
companies and others.  What exactly do you include in cash going out the door?  Is it C1 
costs plus sustaining capital?  Do you put growth capital in and is there some sort of 
corporate overhead or interest charge that gets pushed back as well?  I am just trying to 
get a sense of what you actually mean by cash positive? 
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ALF BARRIOS: 

 

Okay, on the first one when we talk about the creep we are doing and we mentioned that 
we are above the market average, clearly the level of creep will very much depend on the 
level of investment we make.  That’s where we are being cautious because in the current 
market conditions we are very disciplined on how we allocate capex given where the 
market is, as you know, on the aluminium side. 

So we will creep, not only because of the technical ability to creep but also because it’s 
the right thing to do in terms of allocating capex to do those creep projects.  So that 
hopefully answers your first question. 

On the second one, we have increased our capacity in our refineries and we have talked 
about it before, the production has gone up and we haven’t increased our portfolio, so we 
increased the capacity of both QAL and Yarwun.   

And “yes” we will continue to creep and we are looking at projects to creep, but again the 
focus now, is really very much on making sure the alumina assets are profitable and 
therefore those creep projects might not go ahead as fast as we would have initially 
planned in a different environment.   

Those projects are being reviewed at the moment to understand if those creep projects 
do make sense at these prices.  But there is potential for the creep, as we talked about 
before, but as you aware we did increase production in our refineries by 5 per cent in 
2015, or will be by 5 per cent.  That includes obviously the Gove curtailment in those 
numbers and in 2016 we plan to increase our alumina production by another 3 per cent. 

So we do continue pushing the boundaries on alumina but, some of the projects which 
were proposed, investments, are being currently reviewed in the current challenged 
environment. 

On NZAS, it is a smelter dependent, as you said, on third party hydropower.  We do 
contract power from Meridian and we do continue to negotiate with Meridian, as you will 
have read it in the newspapers this year, to ensure that we do have a competitive price 
as we move forward. 

That contract obviously is a contract that at the moment has been renewed, that’s public 
knowledge and we will continue obviously to work with Meridian in terms of future prices 
as the contract gets renewed over time to ensure that we continue have a competitive 
price at that smelter and to ensure it is cash positive as we move forward. 

In terms of cash positive, from our perspective the way that we talk about free cash is 
includes sustaining capex and growth capex, so all the capex numbers are included in 
and includes the allocations that we get from the central organisation.  So it does include 
all those elements that you mentioned before. 

 

QUESTION:   

 

The point on the coal-fired power and carbon pricing, your thoughts on what smelters are 
budgeting for? 

 

ALF BARRIOS: 

 

Vivek talked about it yesterday a bit, but we didn’t spend too much time on it.  So you are 
right, it is something that we have touched upon but not a lot of detail in giving our views.   

I think the challenge is there, and when we talk about the Chinese smelters, for example, 
where the majority of them are run on coal-fired power, clearly they will be challenged 
over time.   
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The coal challenge is something known within the industry in terms of the long-term and it 
is something from a carbon pricing and from an environmental perspective especially in 
China, which is an issue which is becoming more and more relevant.   

So will it have an impact?  We do believe it will have an impact on the smelting business 
over time. As we have seen in the Western World, where there are not many smelters 
nowadays that are run, if any, on coal power and we see that change happening over 
time in places where coal power is being used for smelters.   

How long that will take is obviously a question which is difficult to answer, but we do 
believe over time smelters will be run on low carbon power. 

 

-END OF CALL- 

 

 

 


